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Let I3 be the noncentral beta matrix defined by B = (S, + S$‘/” 
* S&Ss + S&‘/s, where S. and S, are independently distributed as Wishart 
distribution We(r, Z) and noncentral Wishart distribution W,(q, Z, Sa), respec- 
tively. Then asymptotic expansions of the distributions of 1 B 1 and Tr B are 
derived up to order qe3 and q-* for large q, respectively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, and S, be independently distributed as Wishart distribution Wp(y, Z) 
and noncentral Wishart distribution WJp, Z, Q), respectively. Then a non- 
central beta matrix is defined by B = (S, + Sh)-1/2 &(S, + Sh)-1/2. The 
statistics 1 B 1 and Tr B are used as test criteria (Wilks [22], Pillai [15]) for a 
multivariate linear hypothesis. Then the parameters Y  and q mean the degrees of 
freedom for the error and the hypothesis. The exact null distribution of 1 B 1 
is obtained from the distributional results for likelihood ratio statistic 
h = 1 S,(S, + S&l I with Y  and q interchanged and the latter distribution has 
been studied by several authors (e.g., Wilks [22], Consul [4], Pillai and Gupta 
[17], Mathai [12]). The exact distribution of Tr B has also been discussed in the 
literature (Nanda [14], Khatri and Pillai [lo], Pillai and Jayachandran [16, 181, 
Krishnaiah and Chang [1 I]). However, it may be pointed out that usable expres- 
sions for these distributions are available only for some special cases still in the 
null case. Davis [5], Muirhead [13] and the author [7j independently derived 
asymptotic expansions for the null distribution of Tr B for large Y  in terms of 
central x2 distributions which the author [7] also extended to the nonnull case. 
The expression for the nonnull distribution is in terms of noncentral x2 variates. 
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In the present paper we study the nonnull distributions of 1 B ] and Tr B 
in the case when Q is large. Under this situation de Wall [21] has obtained an 
asymptotic distribution for 1 B 1, assuming that Q is a fixed matrix. Here we 
derive an asymptotic expansion for the nonnull distribution of 1 B ] up to order 
4-s for large 4, by inverting the characteristic function expressed in terms of 
hypergeometric function with matrix argument. An expansion for the nonnull 
distribution of Tr B is also obtained up to order q-z by employing a similar 
method as in Sugiura and Nagao [20]. New asymptotic formulas are given in 
terms of central x2 distributions. Here we note that it is realistic to 
assume that Q is large, in some general linear hypothesis, e.g., testing the 
interactions in multivariate multi-way classification design with relatively large 
levels and small cell frequencies, and also in the situations when the statistics 
1 B 1 and Tr B are used as test statistics for testing for the equality of two 
covariance matrices. In the following we may assume Z = I and put Q = 
diag (wi , wa ,..., w,) since we treat the distribution of 1 B 1 and Tr B. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The hypergeometric function of matrix argument has been defined by 
Constantine [3] as the power series representation 
where a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b, are real or complex constants, 
(~)~=~~(u-(~-1)/2)(a+1-(a-1)/2)~~~(a+k,-l-(~-1)/2) 
(2.2) 
and C,(Z) is the zonal polynomial of thep x p symmetric matrix Z corresponding 
to the partition K = {A,, k, ,..., kp} of the integer k such that k, + k, + 
*+* + k, = k and k, >, k, >, ..a > k, 2 0. The following lemma is useful for 
deriving asymptotic expansion of the distribution of I B I. 
LEMMA 1. Let ci , hi (i = 1, 2) be any $xed numbers and let Z be a jixed 
p x p matrix. Then, the following asymptotic formula holds: 
etr (-Z)2F2(nlcl + 4 , n/c2 + h2 ; n/cl + h2 , n/c2 + hl ; Z) 
= 1 + $21 - $ {2(4, + c&z, - ch$ + (~1 + c.J .zz} 
+ & W(c,2h,2 + c&4, + ~2~4~) 21 + 3{c2 + 3c,c, 
- ‘W&2 + c&d 212 + 3{(c2 + %c,)(% + 2h, + 1) - 4ch(c, + c&z2 
+ 2c2h2z13 - 6ch(c, + c2) zlz2 + 4(c2 + 3c,c,) z3] + O(nA), 
(2.3) 
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where xj = Tr Zi, c = cl - c2 and h = h, - h, and etr denotes the exponential of 
trace. 
Proof. From the definition (2.2) we have 
log (n/cl + U Wz + 4, 
WI + hd, Wz + hl>+c = hc C k - & (cl + c2)(al(K) 
+ (4 + WI + & (c” + 3v2Na2(4 + 6th + h2) al(K) 
+ 4(h2 + 3h,h,)h - 4 + O(n-4)], (2.4) 
where 
and a2(K) = i K,(4k,’ - 605z, + 3a2). 
oi=l 
Exponentiation of (2.4) yields the expansion of the each coefficient in the power 
series representation of .$a up to order n- 3. Applying the formulas for weighted 
sums of zonal polynomials due to Sugiura and Fujikoshi [I91 we can simplify 
2F2 as (2.3). 
The following lemma similar to Sugiura and Nagao [20] is useful for the 
expansion of the distribution of Tr B. 
LEMMA 2. Let Sh have W,(q, I, Q) and let f(A) be an analytic fmzction with 
respect to positiwe dejinite matrix A = (hii). Put a = (+(I + 8&a/&&J) and 
m = q + r. Then the following asymptotic formula for large q holds: 
E[f (S&z)] = [ 1 + $ {-r Tr a + 2 Tr LZ + Tr a2} 
+ f  1; ra(Tr a)2 + 2(Tr Q8)2 - 2r(Tr a) Tr &?a - Y Tr a2 
+ 4 Tr Qa2 - r(Tr a) Tr a2 + 2(Tr Qa) Tr a2 + 4 Tr a3 
+ i (Tr a2j2} + 0~~11 f (4 /Acl3 
Proof. By expanding f around S,/m = I in Taylor’s series as etr 
Wm - @f (4 LI an d evaluating the expectation with respect to S, by using 
the well-known result (Anderson [I, p. 416]), we can write the left-hand side of 
(2.5) as 
etr (-a) I - ;a ( 
-(w&-7)/2 
etr IfS2a(I-~a)-11f(n)jn=I. (2.6) 
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Applying the asymptotic formulas, 
and 
-log 1 I - m-lA 1 = i rn+ Tr Am/a + O(m-‘l+l)) 
ol=l 
(1 - m-l&l = 1 + -f: m-“Aa + O(m-($+I)) 
LX=1 
for symmetric matrix A, to (2.6), we can obtain (2.5). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF 1 B 1 
de Wall [21] has shown 
P(--P~ log I B I -=c 4 = P<x”,r < 4 + OW>, (3.1) 
where a correction factor p is defined by pq = q + (r - p - I)/2 + 2 Tr Q/p. 
Therefore, we put n = pq and consider the asymptotic expansion of P(-n log 
1 B 1 < X) with respect to n. The characteristic function of -+I log 1 B 1 is ex- 
pressed from Eq. (2.6) in de Wall [21] as 
r&t/2 + $1) r&(1 - 24/2 + s2) 
W) = r&i/2 + s2) r&q - 2it)/2 + sl) etr c--52) 
* ,~z(nP + $1 , n( 1 - 2it)/2 + s$ ; n/2 + sz , n( 1 - 2it)/2 + sr ; Sz), 
(3.2) 
wheres,=(p+r+1)/4-TrG/p, s s = ( p - r + 1)/4 - Tr G/p and I’Jt) = 
T~(~-~)/~I-I~=~T’(~ - (a - 1)/2). The first f  ac or in the above expression can be t 
expanded by using the well-known asymptotic formula (c.f. Box [2]) for the 
gamma function to each of the four gamma products. The expansion of 
the second factor etr (--s))$s in (3.2) is obtained from (2.3) by putting cr = 2, 
ca = 2(1 - 2~?)-~, hi = sj and 2 = .Q. Hence we have the following asymptotic 
formula for the characteristic function: 
c(t) = @‘*/2 [ 1 - & I& Pp + (P - Y + 1) Tr Q - 2p-r(Tr Q2 + 2 Tr Qs 
(3.3) 
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where 4 = (1 - 2it)-l, /3 = p2 + r2 - 5 and the coefficients G,(oL = 0, 1, 2, 3) 
are given by 
Go = -(p” + r2 + 3p - 3r - 3pr + 4) Tr Q + 6(1 - Zp-l(r - l)}(Tr Q)2 
-6(p - 2r + 2) Tr Q2 - 16p-2(Tr Q)3 + 24p-‘(Tr Q) Tr LP - 8Tr Qs, 
G, = -3r{(p - r + 1) Tr Q - 4p-r(Tr Q)s + 4Tr Qs}, 
G2 = -3r{(p + I + 1) Tr Q - 4p-l(Tr Q)2 + 4 Tr Q2>, 
G3 = (p” + r2 + 3p + 3r + 3pr + 4) Tr Sz - 6{1 + 2p-l(r + l)}(Tr Q)2 
+ 6(p + 2r + 2) Tr Q2 + 16p-2(Tr Q)s - 24p-l(Tr 52) Tr 9s + 8 Tr Qs. 
(3.4) 
By inverting this characteristic function using the well-known fact that 
(1 - 2it)-fj2 is the characteristic function of x2 distribution with f degrees of 
freedom, we obtain the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. The d&rib&m of the determinant of a noncentral beta matrix B 
can be approximated asymptotically up to order n-3 for large q by 
P(--nloglB] <*)=P(X12<x)-&[{&pfi+(p-r+l)TrSZ 






the coejickts G,(ar = 0, 1, 2, 3) aregiven by (3.4). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let 8 be the null matrix and put n = q + (r - p - 1)/2. 
Then we hawe 
P(-n log I B I < x) = IQ2 < x) 
- (pr/48n2) BU’(x? < x) - P(x;+d < x)) + O(n4). 
This corollary is obtained at once by putting 8 = 0 in (3.5). 
(3.6) 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF TrB 
In this section we consider the asymptotic formula for the distribution of 
U = m(p - Tr B) = m Tr S,(S, + S,)-1 instead of Tr B for large Q, where 
m = q + r. Let Th be the statistic defined by 
Th = l/m(S,/m - I). (4.1) 
Then, by the same technique as in Fujikoshi [6], it is easily seen that the statistic 
Th converges in a law to p(p + 1)/2 variate normal distribution with mean 0 as Q 
tends to infinity. From (4.1) S, + S, is expressed in terms of S, and Th as 
m{I + (Th + se/ 1/7s;)/ d&l. I-I ence the characteristic function of U can be 
expressed as follows: 
E [etr (ZS,) 11 + I i Aam-+ + O(m-5/2)/], (4.2) 
a=1 
where 1 = it and A,(ct = 1, 2, 3, 4) are given by 
A, = -Tr ThSe , 
A, = Tr Th2S, + $Z(Tr ThSJz - Tr 5’:) 
A, = - Tr Th3S, - Z(Tr ThSe) Tr Th2S, + 2 Tr T$B$ - QZ2(Tr ThSe)3 
+ Z(Tr ThSe) Tr Se2, 
A, = Tr Th4S, + $Z(Tr Th2SJ2 + Z(Tr ThSe) Tr Th3S, - 2 Tr Th2S, 
- Tr(T,SJ2 + &Z2(Tr ThSJ2 Tr Th2Se - 2Z(Tr ThSe) Tr ThSe2 
- Z(Tr Th2S,) Tr S,2 + Tr S,3 + $Z(Tr S,2)2 + -&Z3(Tr ThSJ* 
- $Z2(Tr ThSJ2 Tr S,z. (4.3) 
Carrying out the integration with respect to S, in (4.2) by using Lemmas 4 and 5 
in Fujikoshi [7] and the formula 
/ Z 1’/2{F,(r/2)}-1 f {etr (-2s)) 1 S 1(7-p-1)/2(Tr sZS)2 Tr(f3S)2 dS 
s>o 
(4.4) 
= k {r2(Tr @)2(Tr Y)2 + Y~(Y + l)(Tr @)” Tr Y2 + 27 Tr @(Tr Y)‘J 
+ 8r(Tr @)(Tr Y) Tr @Y + 2r(r + 1) Tr sP2 Tr Y2 + 8(Tr @Y)2 
+ 8r(r + l)(Tr @) Tr @Y2 + 16(Tr Y) Tr YfD2 + 16(r + 1) Tr Q2Y2 
+ 8(r + 1) Tr(@Wl, 
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with Q, = G.W and Y = 6.V, which is similarly derived, we can write (4.2) as 
$pri2E [l + $1~ i B,m-aI2 + O(m-bir)], 
LY=l 
(4.5) 
where + = (1 - 2it)-l and the coefficients B,(a = 1, 2, 3,4) are given by 
Bl = - Tr T,,, 
B2 = - P(P + r + I)# + W(Tr Td2 + (1 + 462) Tr Th2, 
B3 = ~WP + r + 1) +M~J~ + (r2 + r + 4)~ + 4(r + l)HTr Th 
- &(#T)~ (Tr Th)3 - #r(l + #)(Tr T,) Tr Th2 
- (1 + 241 + %(dZ)21 Tr Th3, 
B, = $2p[~2 + 3(r + 1)P + y2 + 3r + 4 + ti&P3 + 2(r2 + r + 4)~~ 
+ (7 + iw + r + 20)~ + 4(w + 5~ + 5)]1 
- 541 + 25&P + r2 + r + 2) 
+ &(YJZ>~ {r2f2 + r(r2 + r + 81~ + 8(r2 + r + l)>l(Tr Td2 
-c&Q + 3r + 3 +#(l +CWP~ + (r2 + r + 8)~ + W + 1)>lTr I;” 
+ &~~~)3(Tr Thj4 + i(4zr)2(l + #>(Tr Th12 Tr Th2 
+ &Wl + W + (#>“>(Tr Th212 
+ 3M3 + 699 + WO”>(Tr Td Tr Th3 
+ (1 + 3# + 4($02 + S5Q31 Tr Th4. (4.6) 
Now we must carry out each integral E[Tr Th], E[(Tr TJ2], etc., in (4.5). For 
example, let us consider E[(Tr Tb)7. Puttingf(A) = {Tr(A - 1))s in Lemma 2 
and noting that all the operators except for the second-degree polynomials with 
respect to 8 in (2.5) vanish, we can write E[(Tr T#] = mE[{Tr(S,/m - 1)j2] as 
[Tr a2 + m-‘{&“(Tr a)z + 2(Tr Qa)2 - 2r(Tr 8)Tr QZJ - rTr 8 + 4Tr $282) 
+ O(m-2>l{Tr(~ - 1)12 L-1 . (4.7) 
Put Eii = &(l + 6,)(a/&&&l. Then Eij is a diagonal matrix having 1 at i-th 
diagonal and 0 at other palces. If  i # j, Eij is a symmetric matrix having l/2 as 
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(i, j) and ( j, i) elements and 0 as all other places. Using the notation Eij we can 
write (4.7) as 
T C P(Tr Ed Tr J% + m-l{r2(Tr Eii) Tr Ejj + 4w,wj(Tr Eai) (4.8) 
j 
. Tr Ejj - 2rq(Tr E,J Tr Eji - 2r(Tr Eij) Tr Eji 
+ 8wi(Tr Eij) Tr Eji) + O(m-‘))I, 
which is easily reduced to 
2p + w1(r2p2 - 2rp + 4(2 - pr)Tr D + 4(Tr Q2} + O(mp2). 
Similarly we have 
E[Tr TjJ = m-lj2{- rp + 2Tr Sz} + O(mP512), 
E[Tr TA2] = p(p + 1) + m-l{@ - Y + l)(- rp + 4Tr Q) + 4Tr Q2} + O(rn~~), 
E[(Tr T$] = 2m-1/2{-3~p2 + 4p + 6pTr Q} + O(P~-~/~), 
E[(Tr T,)Tr Th2] = m-1’2[-p(rp2 + (I - 4)p + 4(Y - 1)) 
+ 2(p2 + p + 4)Tr Q] + O(m-3/2), 
E[Tr Th3] = m- ““[p(p” - 3(r - 1)p - 3~ + 4) + 6(p + 1) Tr Q] + O(VZ-~‘~), 
E[(Tr Th)4) = 12p2 + O(m-r), 
E[(Tr TJa Tr Th2] = 2p(p2 + p + 4) + O(m-9, 
E[(Tr Th2j21 = p(p + l)(P +p + 4) + O(m-l), 
E[(Tr TtJTr Th31 = 6p(p + 1) + O(m-7, 
E[Tr Th4] = p(2p2 + 5p + 5) + O(m-l). (4.9) 
With the help of the above integration results we finally obtain the following 
asymptotic expansion of the characteristic function of U = m(p - Tr B): 
p/2 [ 1 - & {p d 4TrJ2-2[pd-2TrQ]++pd+2} - 
+ &ip).(~fc -244w + o(m59], (4.10) 
whered=p +r + l,H,(ar =0, 1,...,4)aregivenby. 
Ho = (3pr - 8) d2 + 4d + 4(p~ + 2), 
HI = 12pyd2, 
H, = 6(3pr + 8) d2, 
ff3 = 4{(3py + 16) d2 + 4d + 4(py + 2)}, 
H4 = 3{(~y + 8) d2 + 4d + 4(py + 2% (4.11) 
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and D,(u = 0, 1,. . ., 4) are given by 
Do = Y(@ - 4) Tr Q - 2r(Tr Q)s + 4Tr 522, 
Dl = r(3pd - 4)Tr Q - 4r(Tr Q)s, 
D2 = (3pr + 4) dTr 52 - 2r(Tr Q)s - 4Tr P, 
Q = (PY + 4) dTr Q, (4.12) 
and D4 = 0. Inverting the characteristic function (4.10) yields: 
THEOREM 4.1. The distribution of the trace of a noncentral beta matrix B can 
be approximated asymptotically up to order m-2 for large q by 
f’(m(p - Tr B) < x) 
= P(xf2 < x) - & {(pd - 4 Tr Sz) P(xf2 < x) 
- Wd - 2 Tr Qn> fYxx2 =c 4 + pd&?+p -c 4 
+ $3 g0 (--l)a (PK - 24% P(x;+~~ < x) + O(m-5/2), (4.13) 
where m = q + r, d = p + Y + 1, H, and D,(cu. = 0, l,..., 4) are given by (4.11) 
and (4.12), respectiwely. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let Q be the null matrix. Then we have 
P(m(P - Tr B) < x) = Rtr2 < x) - & d{P(xr2 < X) - 2P(x;+2 -C X) 
+ nx;+4 < 4 + & iYo C-1)” fLfYX:+2a < 4 
+ O(m-5/2). (4.14) 
This corollary is obtained at once by putting Q = 0 in (4.13). 
If Q is the null matrix, we can show an alternate method for obtaining 
asmyptotic expansion of Tr B, based on the hypergeometric function of matrix 
argument. From James [9, (Eq. 14611 and Fujikoshi [7, p. 91-921 the Laplace 
transform of a density function of U is given by 
g(t) = e-“gt,FI(q/2; m/2; mtl,). 
= ,F,(r/2; m/2; -mtI,), (4.15) 
using the Kummer transformation (Hem [8]) etr (--Z),F,(a; b; 2) = ,F,(b - a; 
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b; -2). The asymptotic expansion of the last expression with respect to m has 
been obtained by the author [7]. Also a similar result has been independently 
obtained by Muirhead [13], b ase d on the system of partial differential equations. 
Therefore we immediately have the result (4.14) whose remainder term is 
replaced by O(m-2). 
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